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Mixed phase rutile/anatase catalysts show increased reactivity compared with the pure phases alone.
However, the mechanism causing this effect is not fully understood. The electronic properties of
the interface and the relative energy of the electron in each phase play a key role in lowering the
rate of recombination of electron hole pairs. Using density functional theory and the +U correction,
we calculated the bands offsets between the phases taking into account the effect of the interface.
Our model included several thousands atoms, and thus is a good representation of an interface
between actual nanoparticles. We found rutile to have both higher conduction and valence band
offsets than rutile, leading to an accumulation of electrons in the anatase phase accompanied by
hole accumulation in the rutile phase. We also probed the electronic structure of our heterostructure
and found a gap state caused by electrons localized in undercoordinated Ti atoms which were present
within the interfacial region. Interfaces between bulk materials and between exposed surfaces both
showed electron trapping at undercoordinated sites. These undercoordinated (typically four) atoms
present localized electrons that could enable reduction reactions in the interfacial region, and could
explain the increased reactivity of mixed-phase TiO2 photocatalyst materials. C 2015 AIP Publishing
LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4905122]
I. INTRODUCTION
The physical and chemical properties of TiO2 have been
extensively studied, due to its wide range of applications. It is
used as a photocatalyst, a gas sensor, in medical implantations,
in hydrophobic glass, and corrosion protection.1 It has become
the prototypical material for photocatalytic processes, and its
rutile (110) surface is a prototype for surface science studies of
metal oxides. TiO2 photocatalysts consisting of two intimately
connected phases have been demonstrated to show increased
catalytic activity over single-phase catalysts (whether they be
rutile or anatase), in some cases, with even up to ten times
more activity.2–7 The reason for the increased reactivity is,
however, still under debate (see, for example, a recent review
article8), but could involve several factors, including bulk
charge separation, interfacial charge transfer effects, or special
interfacial reaction sites, such as low coordinated Ti. While
EPR studies of rutile-anatase systems have indicated that low
coordinated Ti sites are likely to trap electrons,9 the details of
the interface are extremely difficult to obtain from experiments
and hence, first principles simulations can be invaluable in this
regard. In this article, we modeled using density functional
theory (DFT) the interface between rutile and anatase phases
of TiO2 in order to further explain the mechanism of the
increased photo-reactivity of these mixed-phase catalysts.
The process of heterogeneous photocatalysis over semi-
conductors starts with the generation of electron-hole pairs due
a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
nadeskins@wpi.edu
to photoexcitation of an electron to the conduction band (CB),
creating a hole in the valence band (VB). These electrons and
holes may then diffuse to the surface, and transfer to adsorbed
species initiating surface reduction/oxidation reactions.10
Alternatively, the electron-hole pair may recombine with a
concomitant release of energy. This competitive recombina-
tion pathway is undesired since it lowers the concentration
of active electrons and holes. Much research on TiO2
photocatalysis has focused on either increasing the production
of more electron-hole pairs through for instance band-gap
engineering,11 or attempting to reduce the recombination
rates.12–14
Mixed phase photocatalysts appear to be a superior
material over single phase TiO2 and there have been several
attempts to explain the increased activity of the mixed phase
catalysts.8 The most accepted hypothesis is that presence
of the two phases lowers the electron-hole recombination
rate (through preferential charge migration to the various
phases, or increased charge separation), which increases the
number of surface electrons/holes, and therefore the surface
reactivity.15–17 The preferred phase of the electrons (or holes)
is determined by the relative energy of the two phases’
conduction bands (or valence bands). The alignments of the
CB minimum and VB maximum of rutile and anatase have
been under intense debate, with different studies indicating
contradictory results.15,16,18 Most recent results suggest that
the rutile VB and CB lie higher than the anatase VB
and CB.19,20 Therefore, this is consistent with experiments
suggesting that photo-generated electrons may migrate from
rutile to anatase, due in part to trapping sites in the anatase
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lattice.4 A recent combined experimental and theoretical
work21 also confirmed the higher energy level of the rutile
phase conduction and valence bands. Strong interfacial regions
between the phases have been suggested to facilitate charge
transfer.22–24 Other work attributes special four-coordinated
Ti interfacial sites as contributing to the increased photo
reactivity.9,15,25,26
Band offsets at semiconductor heterojunctions are
fundamental parameters which govern the transport properties
of electrons, and the differences in energy of the bands
determine the direction and magnitude of the electrical
current.27 The estimation of the band offsets for semiconductor
interfaces is crucial to understand the behavior of a metal
oxide mixed phase catalysts. In order to determine offsets
using electronic structure techniques, it is typically necessary
to simulate an interface between the two materials.28 However,
in practice, this is rarely done, in part due to the difficulty and
complexity of modeling an interface between two different
crystal phases (in contrast to, e.g., interfaces in III-V layered
materials with the same phase29–31). There have been some
attempts to determine offsets, primarily using the bulk energy
levels (suitably referenced) of the different constituents.19,32
However, the detailed atomic and electronic properties at
the interface are known to influence the band offsets33 and
key photocatalytic properties. A recent paper predicted the
band offsets of rutile and anatase modeling an interface
with the QM/MM (quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics)
approach, but did not give details on the interfacial region.20
The geometry of the interface could induce the formation
of trapping sites and dipoles, which could affect the band
structure. While these are difficult to probe experimentally
and are not treated in simple bulk band alignment studies,
the power of modern electronic structure calculations is that
one can determine band offsets between two materials in
an explicit interface model, and quantify the nature of the
interfacial region.
We present electronic structure calculations (DFT) of
realistic rutile-anatase interfaces. We calculated the relative
stability of electrons/holes in each phase, taking into account
the presence of the interface. The electronic structure of the
interface is also studied and the nature of under-coordinated
Ti sites is shown. The bulk of the analysis is performed
on interfaces formed by bringing two surfaces together so
that no exposed surface regions exist (bulk interface), but an
interfacial structure with exposed surfaces is also used. Our
analysis of the interfacial region for all interfaces provides key
information on the interface and its role during photocatalysis.
We acknowledge that defects (such as O vacancies or Ti
interstitials) may affect the electronic properties of mixed-
phase interfaces, and future work is needed to refine the
structure/nature of the interfaces. Nonetheless, our work is
a significant advancement in modeling and understanding
mixed-phase TiO2 materials.
II. METHODOLOGY
In this paper, we modeled interfaces formed by bring-
ing together surfaces of rutile and anatase TiO2. Interfacial
simulations involving periodic boundary conditions require
finding common lattice vectors between the two materials in
the two directions parallel to the surfaces being combined.
Generally, this means compressing or expanding the surface
lattice parameters of one of the materials to match the surface
lattice parameters of the other material. This can lead to exces-
sive strain if the mismatch between the two materials is great
due to a large distortion of one or both of the materials. One
method to overcome such strain is near-coincidence-site lattice
(NCSL)34 theory. Rather than combining single surface cells
together to form the interface, in NCSL theory, the interface is
constructed by combining surfaces composed of multiple cells.
For instance, an interface can be formed between the (001)
rutile and (100) anatase surfaces that consists of 18.2 Å×22.7 Å
and 18.0 Å×22.3 Å surface cell sizes for rutile and anatase,
respectively. This large interface minimizes the misfit between
the two surfaces, giving misfit percentage values (a measure
of the strain created by putting the two surfaces in a common
periodic cell) of 3.47% and −0.92% in the x- and y-directions,
respectively.33 The difficulty, therefore, of modeling such inter-
faces is predominantly the large system size, requiring robust
computational resources.
In order to facilitate computational difficulties, geometries
of the interfaces between bulk rutile and anatase were taken
from the work of Deskins et al.35 wherein slabs were modeled
through molecular dynamics simulations with an empirical
forcefield. Full details on these calculations can be found in
the previous work of Deskins et al. These simulations were
performed in the isothermal/isobaric (NPT) ensemble, so that
the lattice vectors were relaxed at the given temperature and
pressure. These interfaces were then modeled at the DFT
level, albeit single-point calculations, not full relaxation. Using
empirical forcefields allows for a large sampling of the geom-
etry space in tractable simulation time. The interfaces in this
previous work were constructed by bringing together surfaces
with thousands of atoms in size together and then subjecting
them to an annealing procedure in order to better obtain
realistic structures. The interfaces were simulated at 1300 K,
and then slowly annealed to low temperature. Such simulations
are typically beyond the capabilities of current DFT methods,
given the large size of the system. For an interface between the
rutile (001) and anatase (100) surfaces, the supercell had 2472
atoms and the total size of the slab was 18.2 Å by 22.7 Å in the
x- and y-directions, respectively. The slab was∼60.2 Å in the z
direction with a ∼20 Å vacuum spacing between slabs. Figure
1 shows the supercell slab model used. An alternative interface
that was also used in this work was formed between the rutile
(110) and anatase (101) surfaces and had 1136 atoms. There
are other interfaces between various surfaces that could have
been used, but these contained larger number of atoms,35 and
therefore are more difficult to model.
We also modeled interfaces between rutile and anatase
with exposed surfaces, where for instance surface chemistry
may occur (see Figure 8). Such a region is essentially a three-
phase region with rutile, anatase, and vacuum all adjacent to
each other. This structure was not used to calculate band off-
sets, but to identify the electronic properties of the interfacial
region. The structure of this interface was created using a
molecular dynamics approach. Interatomic interactions were
represented by the Buckingham potential with the parameters
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FIG. 1. Slab model of the interface between bulk materials used in the current
work formed by bringing together the rutile (001) and anatase (100) surfaces.
The thickness of each phase is indicated. The red spheres represent oxygen,
the grey spheres represent Ti. The same color scheme is used in the remaining
figures. The vacuum region is along the x direction and extends ∼20 Å beyond
the edges of the rutile and anatase materials.
from the work of Matsui and Akaogi.36 The calculations were
performed with the DL_POLY37 code. A cutoff distance of
9.0 Å was used for the short-range interactions. We performed
all calculations in the NPT ensemble. We started our molecular
dynamic simulation at 800 K for 400 ps using a timestep of
0.001 ps. Then, the temperature was lowered in 100 K incre-
ments for 200 ps at each temperature until 0 K was reached.
Next, we optimized the structure at 0 K for 200 ps. The final
structure was simulated at the DFT level. This surface interface
had 1056 atoms and the simulation box had dimensions of
14.9 Å by 55.2 Å by 30.0 Å. The vacuum space between
surfaces was 20 Å.
Due to the large size of the systems and computational
limitations, we only calculated single-point energies and wave-
functions of the slab at the DFT level. Even such single-point
calculations were difficult, and typically took several days on
a 256-processor cluster. The majority of calculations were
performed with code CP2K, which implements the Gaussian
and plane waves (GPW) method.38,39 Valence electrons are
described by a double-ζ basis set.40 Core electrons were
described by Goedecker-Teter-Hutter (GTH) pseudopoten-
tials41 with 12 and 6 valence electrons, respectively, for Ti
and O. The gamma point supercell approach was used. Calcu-
lations were performed using the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof
(PBE) exchange correlation functional42,43 and were all spin-
polarized. The auxiliary planewave basis set was expanded up
to an energy cutoff of 300 Ry.
A few calculations on the interface were performed with
the Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package (VASP) version
5.244–47 using three dimensional periodic boundary conditions
with a plane wave basis set and a cutoff energy of 400 eV.
Projector augmented wave potentials48,49 are used to describe
the core-valence interaction, with 4 and 6 valence electrons
and Ti and O, respectively. The PBE exchange-correlation
functional50,51 was used.
One potential problem with DFT simulations is that gener-
alized gradient approximation (GGA) exchange correlation
functionals incorrectly describe the band gaps of semicon-
ductors and often do not account for electron localisation,
arising from the well known self-interaction error (SIE).52,53
SIE can lead to incorrect electronic levels (e.g., band gaps)
and electronic delocalisation, and to overcome this issue with
approximate DFT, we used the so-called+U correction to DFT
(DFT+U) on the 3d states of the Ti atoms.54 DFT+U has
been used successfully to model several TiO2 systems.55–59
An alternative approach is to use hybrid exchange correlation
functionals but such calculations are very time-consuming,
often an order of magnitude or more slower than GGA-based
DFT. Furthermore, previous work shows that DFT +U and
hybrid methods give similar results.60,61 The little additional
computational time of the +U correction justifies its use in the
current simulations.
The strength of the U correction may influence the calcu-
lated valence band minimum and thus calculated band gaps.62
The nature of our system makes the selection of a suitable U
value difficult due to the presence of two phases. We tested
several U values, including assigning different U values to Ti
atoms in the two phases. We found that choice of U value did
not change our overall conclusions as summarized in Table I,
where it was found that the electronic bands of anatase are
always lower than those of rutile. Since our calculated offsets
appear independent of the U value choice, we chose U values
that would reproduce the experimental band gaps for bulk TiO2
calculations. This results in a U value of 8.4 eV for rutile and
6.3 eV for anatase. For atoms in the interfacial region (defined
within 2 Å of interface divide), we assigned an average U value
to these Ti atoms (7.4 eV).
We further examined how the U value choice affected our
results by calculating the most stable lattice parameters of bulk
rutile and anatase as functions of U value. These results are
shown in Figures 2(a) and 2(b) and indicate that the lattice
parameters are nearly independent of U value choice. These
results justify our approach in keeping the simulation cells
(i.e., lattice parameters) constant during our work, regardless
of U value. We also calculated gap state locations for a (110)
rutile surface with a single oxygen vacancy for different U
values (Figure 2(c)). We found that below a U value of 4 eV,
no electron localization (no gap state) occurred. For U values
above 4 eV, the gap state was pushed lower in energy relative
to the Fermi level with increasing U value. This highlights
the difficulty in choosing a U value since no unambiguous U
value choice exists; large U values may give gap states closer
to the valence band yet give good band gaps, while smaller
U values may give gap states closer to the gap center but too
TABLE I. Electronic bands offsets as calculated using the method in Sec. III
B as a function of U parameter for a rutile (001)/anatase (100) interface.
Valence band offset (VBO) and conduction band offset (CBO), and band gaps
for the anatase-rutile interface using CP2K are given. In all cases, the rutile
valence and conduction bands lie higher than the anatase bands.
U (eV) Band gap (eV)
Anatase Rutile VBO (eV) CBO (eV) Anatase Rutile
0.0 0.0 0.81 0.46 2.11 1.77
4.0 4.0 1.05 0.54 2.84 2.34
8.0 8.0 1.21 0.66 3.47 2.92
10.0 10.0 1.31 0.70 3.89 3.28
6.3 8.4 0.41 0.21 3.20 3.00
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FIG. 2. Further results on the effect of U value choice for TiO2 systems. (a)
Calculated lattice parameters of bulk rutile. (b) Calculated lattice parameters
of bulk anatase. (c) Calculated gap state location relative to the Fermi level. A
more positive energy value corresponds to a gap state lower in energy relative
to the Fermi level.
small band gaps. Nonetheless, we conclude that for sufficiently
large U values (>4 eV), appropriate gap states can form in
TiO2 systems, albeit the exact location of such a state may
vary. As a final examination of the U value choice, we compare
with reported literature values. U values for Ti in the range
of 2–8 eV have been reported, as discussed by Nolan et al.,63
for different oxides, oxidation states, and exchange correlation
functionals. For instance, Jedidi et al.64 used a U value of 8 eV
to model photoexcitation in rutile. A recent paper65 used an
iterative procedure to determine a Hubbard U value of 7.5 eV
based on refining the U value choice in combination with the
GW approximation. This literature U value is very close to our
average U value of 7.4 eV.
For the VASP calculations, we used U = 4.5 eV, in the
range of calculations using a similar plane-wave basis set/
pseudopotential.60,66 The choice of 4.5 eV for VASP, while
less than the values used by CP2K, gives qualitative agreement
with CP2K calculations as discussed further in the paper. The
difference in appropriate U values for the two codes can be
explained based on differences in the two codes; CP2K uses
the Gaussian and plane waves approach, while VASP uses a
plane waves basis set. In the end, it must be remembered that
the DFT+U method is an arbitrary correction, and that the
appropriate U value choice may depend on simulation param-
eters such as basis set, pseudopotential, and k-point mesh. The
appropriate U value choice may also depend on how the +U
method is implemented within a certain code. A U value from
one set of calculations is not necessarily transferable to another
set of calculations, especially if different properties are being
studied. Further data, likely from experiment, are needed to
clarify what the most appropriate U value choice is for TiO2
interfaces. We, however, believe our choice of U values to give
meaningful results on the nature of the mixed-phase interfaces
based on our testing of the U value choice and comparison with
literature values.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Nature of the interface
Our procedure to produce the interface does not simply
rely on bringing two surfaces together to form a heterostruc-
ture and then allowing optimization (a common approach).
Rather, rearrangement and relaxation of the interfacial region
is accomplished through the simulated annealing approach
discussed in Sec. II. While time-consuming, such an approach
gives interfaces that are more likely representative of those
present between real TiO2 nanoparticles. During synthesis and
reaction conditions, the interfacial atoms between particles are
likely to overcome any energetic barriers for rearrangement
and find more stable configurations. A standard optimization
procedure is unlikely to find any such configurations. The final
relaxed interfacial region exists as a transition between the two
phases since rutile is more stable than anatase, and the interface
region is disordered (see Figure 1). These interface regions
have been observed experimentally and are suggested to be
crucial for the anatase-to-rutile phase transition.67–69 The local
surface structure of the two materials, e.g., (001) and (100) is
largely removed as surface atoms lose their ordered structure
and rearrange to form bonds with the corresponding counter
surface.
The interfacial region has a distribution of four-, five-,
and six-coordinated Ti atoms. Ti atoms in bulk TiO2 are six-
coordinated. There is no unambiguous way to define coordina-
tion, but we assigned coordination numbers based on a simple
rule of counting a neighboring atom closer than less than sixty
percent of the sum of the van der Waal radii of each pair of
atoms (2.0 Å for Ti, 1.3 Å for O), or 1.98 Å. For instance in the
rutile (001)/anatase (100) interface (Figure 1), the distribution
of coordination on the interfacial Ti atoms was found to be
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as follows: 72.2% Ti6c, 22.2% Ti5c, and 5.6% Ti4c, where
the subscript designates the coordination. Four-coordinated Ti
atoms have been implicated as contributing to increased photo-
reactivity70–72 and we discuss their role in future sections of
this paper. The distribution of four-coordinated Ti atoms seems
to be random for all the interfaces that we studied, that is no
discernible trend in position of under-coordinated Ti atoms was
found.
We note that recent papers have modeled interfaces be-
tween rutile and anatase using density functional theory. A
paper by Xia et al.73 addressed the thermal properties of the
rutile-anatase interface in order to further clarify the anatase
to rutile transition. Kullgren et al.74 calculated the electronic
offset between rutile and anatase and found that rutile does
indeed have a higher valence and conduction band offsets than
anatase. They found that mobile electrons will be accumulated
in anatase and holes in rutile. Li et al.75 also studied mixed
phase TiO2 composite slabs using DFT. They concluded that
the HOMO and LUMO states are separated in the different
phases, which could be the key to improved photoactivity
through charge separation. The current paper is unique in that
the interfacial region is examined in detail including the elec-
tronic structure of this region, which is crucial for these mixed-
phase catalysts. None of the previous papers have identified
interfacial electronic trapping sites (discussed further below)
that are predicted to exist experimentally. The current work
also utilizes a large bulk interface, for instance of the size
18.2 Å by 22.7 Å, containing 2472 atoms. The problem with
smaller interfaces is that they introduce excess strain as lattices
are compressed or stretched to fit together. Relaxation may also
be hindered if the interface is too small since the atoms do not
have the configurational freedom to fully move and reach more
stable configurations. The limited number of unique atoms
and periodic boundary conditions may prevent the realization
of realistically optimized structures. Thus, bigger interfaces
are likely to give results more comparable to experimental
results.
B. Electronic offsets between the phases
The key to aligning energy levels of two materials is to find
a common reference level. Such an absolute reference can only
be present when the energies in the bulk semiconductor can be
referenced to the vacuum level or some other common level.
Since typical bulk calculations are carried out for an infinite
crystal, no such reference is available; the calculated energy
bands are referred to an average electrostatic potential within
the solid, which is only defined with respect to an arbitrary
constant.76,77 In order to align the energy levels of the two
phases, we used the macroscopic average of the electrostatic
potential in the supercell as proposed by Baldereschi et al.29
and Fall et al.28 This method filters the microscopic periodic
oscillations and gives the macroscopic electrostatic properties.
The valence band offset, ∆EVBO, is defined as the differ-
ence between the valence band maximum (VBM) of the two
phases, and was calculated using the following expression:
∆EVBO=∆EV +∆V, (1)
where ∆EV is the difference between the two bulk band edges
as calculated by the DFT program. In this case, the eigenvalues
are measured with respect to the average of the electrostatic
potential of each individual bulk material. The second term∆V
is the difference in the bulk electrostatic potential as calculated
through the electronic distribution and charge on the ion cores.
This term accounts for the different reference levels of the
two materials and also may contain interfacial effects. ∆V was
calculated as follows.
To compute the electrostatic potential along the z-direction
of the interfacial slab, electrostatic data generated by CP2K
were processed in order to compute the planar electrostatic
potential average V with the following expression:
V (z)= S−1

S
V (r⃗)dxdy. (2)
In Eq. (2), S is the area of the plane perpendicular to the z
direction, and x, y are contained in that plane. After computing
the planar electrostatic average, V , it was required to deter-
mine the macroscopic average of the electrostatic potential
in the slab. To achieve this goal, we used a local averaging
scheme. This was performed taking an arithmetic average of
the nearest neighbors of the point. The result of such procedure
is shown in Figure 3. Once the electrostatic potential average
was computed, the difference was taken from the electrostatic
values in the bulk-like region of each phase, where the potential
was virtually constant (∼15 Å and ∼50 Å in Figure 3) to
give ∆V. We also performed separate bulk calculations for
each phase and computed the difference between the energy of
HOMO (valence band maximum) and the average electrostatic
potential (which is aligned to the interface average electrostatic
potential). In this manner, we have the energy of the valence
band maxima referenced to the average potential for each
phase.
FIG. 3. Average electrostatic potential variation along the z axis of the mixed
phase rutile (001)/anatase (100) slab using CP2K and U values of 8.4/6.3 eV
for rutile/anatase. The black line represents the average potential in planes
perpendicular to the z axis (V ) and the red line represents a smoothed average.
The difference between the two smoothed averages in the middle of the slabs
gives ∆V.
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A sample result showing the calculated bulk offsets is
shown in Figure 4. We calculated rutile to have a higher
conduction band offset than anatase by 0.21 eV, and a higher
valence band offset of 0.41 eV for U values of 8.4/6.3 eV,
respectively, for rutile/anatase. This alignment would produce
an accumulation of bulk migrating electrons in the anatase
phase accompanied by hole accumulation in the rutile phase,
suggesting that charge separation does indeed occur for a TiO2
heterostructure. Table I summarizes results using various U
values, and we found that the direction of offset (rutile higher
than anatase) does not change based on the U value choice,
only the magnitude of the offset. Thus, the DFT+U results are
all consistent with the picture in Figure 4 for electronic band
offsets. The results for the other studied interface, an interface
between the rutile (110) and anatase (101) surfaces, presented
the same trend with a CBO of 0.18 eV.
In contrast, previous experimental work15 argued that the
anatase CB was higher than the CB of rutile. However, this
previous work did not actually measure the offset between the
two materials, but inferred the offset based on other measured
properties, such as x-ray diffraction data. Other experimental
work20 used x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) to show
an alignment with rutile having higher offsets than anatase.
Theoretical work generally agrees with our current work.
The exception appears to be the work of Kang et al.78 who
computed through DFT a different band alignment than our
work, and suggested that anatase has a higher VB and CB.
They used the LDA (local density approximation) exchange
correlation functional (no U correction) and modeled particles,
rather than bulk TiO2, which could explain the disagreement
with our work. On the other hand, other recent theoretical
results agree with our conclusions. Using the branching point
energy or charge neutrality level as a common reference,27,79
Deák et al.19 found the rutile CB to be higher than the anatase
CB by 0.3 to 0.4 eV. This work is based on a more crude align-
ment procedure (no common cell between rutile and anatase
was modeled) but the agreement with our work is encour-
aging. Later work by this group74 also found the rutile CB
to be higher than the anatase CB by modeling rutile/anatase
interfaces, utilizing an alignment scheme similar to the current
work. Our values are also reasonably consistent with those
from embedded cluster hybrid DFT results.20 In previous DFT
FIG. 4. Schematic representation of the band alignment between rutile and
anatase as calculated by DFT+U (U = 8.4/6.3 eV for rutile/anatase) and the
rutile (001)/anatase (100) interface.
work, Deskins and Dupuis80 also predicted the same trends in
phase preference of the charges based on the thermodynamics
of electron/hole transfer to the two phases. Furthermore, Li
et al.81 developed a theoretical model where the electrons in
TiO2 have small polaron character in the rutile phase. Their
model also predicted that the rutile CB lies higher than the
anatase CB. We conclude that the alignment scheme from
theory is fairly consistent, but that more work may be needed
to reconcile experimental observations and theoretical predic-
tions.
In order to further examine the effect of the interface,
we performed an analysis of the projected density of states
(PDOS) for the slab, with the density of states calculated for
different regions of the interface model. Figure 5 shows the
PDOS around the VB and CB of the slab. The PDOS for each
atom type was found, then the PDOS were added together to
get the DOS of the rutile, anatase, and interface regions. The
bulk rutile and anatase PDOS were taken∼10 Å away the inter-
face, or in the middle of the anatase and rutile regions of the
slab (representative of the bulk phases), while the interfacial
PDOS included atoms within 2 Å of the interfacial divider. The
results from the PDOS agree with our previous offset results
(Figure 4) in that the bulk CB and VB of rutile are both higher
than that of anatase. We also observed an interfacial gap state
(discussed in Sec. III C) just below 0 eV.
Our results discussed so far have been performed with
CP2K utilizing the Gaussian and plane wave method.38,39 We
have also performed density of states analysis using VASP
on the the rutile (001)/anatase (100) interface model, with
U= 4.5 eV. VASP utilizes a plane wave basis set, so provides
another simulation method to evaluate the electronic properties
of mixed-phase slab. We obtained localized density of states
and selected atoms in bulk regions of the slab for analysis.
These bulk regions were defined as in between the exposed
surface and interface regions and have bulk-like geometries.
Similar to the results above, we found the rutile valence states
to lie higher in energy than the corresponding anatase states
(Figure 6), confirming our offset predictions with two different
DFT methods.
FIG. 5. PDOS plot for the anatase phase, rutile phase, and the interface region
using U = 8.4/6.3 eV for the rutile (001)/anatase (100) interface using the
CP2K code. 0 eV corresponds to the Fermi level.
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FIG. 6. Localized electronic density of states plot for different bulk regions
of a rutile (001)/anatase (100) interface. Results were calculated using the
VASP program. Zero corresponds to the Fermi level. U = 4.5 eV was used
for these calculations.
C. Charge trapping at four-coordinated Ti
As mentioned above, a gap state is observed in the PDOS,
as shown in Figure 5, which represents the localization of
electrons within the interfacial region. In our model slab, the
interfacial region has a disordered structure due to the transi-
tion from one phase to the other, and the Ti atoms have a variety
of coordination numbers.35 We identified five Ti atoms that
were four-coordinated (Ti4c) in the rutile (001)/anatase (100)
interface and several electrons localized at some of these sites,
as shown in Figure 7. Large electron spin density is found in
d orbitals on Ti4c atoms. The gap state observed in Figure 5
corresponds to the localization of electrons at these Ti4c sites.
The location of the gap state is U value dependent and smaller
U values may lead to gap states further above the valence band.
There are some electrons localized on other interfacial Ti atoms
besides the two Ti4c atoms, but there is much less electron
density on these atoms. We did not observe unpaired electrons
away from the interface (bulk rutile and anatase) region of the
slab.
Not all Ti4c atoms in the interface had localized excess
electrons and, in fact, we observed no localized electrons for
the rutile (110)/anatase (101) interface which only had two Ti4c
in the interface. These results show that merely the presence of
Ti4c does not guarantee electron localization and formation of
gap states; such processes are structure dependent. The greater
number of Ti4c in the rutile (001)/anatase (100) interface, how-
ever, leads to a greater chance of electron localization which is
why electron localization is observed for this interface while no
localization occurs for the rutile (110)/anatase (101) interface.
One issue arising from these calculations is the nature of
the hole states. Since unpaired electrons localized at specific
Ti4c sites, forming Ti3+ cations, hole states on O atoms must
also have formed in the slab due to electron deficiency. We
found these hole states to be delocalized across several O atoms
rather than confined to specific atoms. This delocalization of
the holes could possibly be mitigated by applying DFT+U
to the O orbitals, but should not change the conclusions on
electron localization. In order to further remove the issue of
hole states and address the stability of photoexcited electrons
at or near the interfacial region, we simulated a slab that had a
FIG. 7. (a) Electron spin density plot (isovalue = 0.017e/Å3) of electrons
localized in the 3d orbitals of four coordinated Ti atoms in the interfacial
region for a neutral slab. The results are from a rutile (001)/anatase (100)
interface with U = 8.4/6.3 eV for rutile/anatase. (b) An electron spin density
plot (isovalue = 0.03e/Å3) for a slab having a net −1 charge. No +U
correction was applied to these calculations. The blue spheres represent four
coordinated Ti atoms while red spheres are their nearby O atoms. The yellow
contours represent the spin up density.
net charge of −1, in contrast to previous results thus far which
involved neutral slabs. A similar approach was used to model
polaron formation in bulk TiO2.82 Electron spin density plots
of the interfacial region using a charged slab are shown in
Figure 7(b). In agreement with our previous results on neutral
slabs, excess electronic charge occurs at several Ti4c sites. In
fact, the extra electron even localizes at Ti4c sites even when
no U correction is applied (U= 0 eV or standard GGA-based
DFT) indicating the strong tendency of electrons to localize
at Ti4c sites and become trapped. A Ti4+ atom in bulk TiO2 is
surrounded by six O2− atoms in a stable octahedral environ-
ment. Ti4c atoms are deficient in coordination, and therefore
deficient in surrounding negative charge and filled bonding.
Apparently, this deficiency leads to a destabilization such that
addition of an excess electron stabilizes the Ti4c. Such behavior
is also seen with surface atoms which have unsaturated bonds,
where electron trapping may occur.83 Previous DFT results
have shown that Ti4c can exist on nanoparticle surfaces and can
act as sites to trap electrons.71 The importance of undercoordi-
nated Ti atoms as electron traps has also been discussed from
experiments.9,70
Undercoordinated Ti has been shown by modeling results
to be very reactive for catalysis.84 At the interface between
anatase particles, undercoordinated Ti also have been shown
to form trapping states71 (a similar finding to our current work
except that we considered both rutile and anatase phases). Our
results thus show that excited electrons could migrate to the
interfacial region and become trapped at Ti4c sites. Generally,
trapping sites are proposed to increase hole/electron recom-
bination, but it is still unclear whether these interfacial sites
have an inhibitory or beneficial effect on photocatalysis. These
unpaired electrons may potentially be available to participate
in chemical reactions at exposed areas of the interface, and
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could be photocatalytic “hot spots.”70 These Ti4c sites have
been shown experimentally9 to exist in the transition region be-
tween rutile and anatase, and have been postulated as increas-
ing the reactivity of mixed-phase TiO2. We note that distorted
tetrahedral shapes were also observed for four-coordinated Ti
on anatase particle surfaces.71 Our results do indeed confirm
the special nature of the interface and the existence of Ti4c,
as well as their trapping nature. Synthesis of TiO2 materials
with increased interfacial Ti4c atoms may be an avenue to
develop more active photocatalysts and more experimental and
theoretical work is needed to further clarify the nature of under-
coordinated atoms for photocatalysis.
D. Exposed surfaces of mixed phase TiO2
Our studies so far on mixed phase surfaces have been
focused by modeling bulk interfaces. In this section, we discuss
results on modeling a surface of a mixed phase anatase/rutile
material, or a three-phase system (anatase, rutile, and vac-
uum). Such interfaces would be present for instance at the
intersection of two nanoparticles (rutile and anatase). This
approach requires a large supercell in order to accommodate
the two pure phases plus the interfacial region. The amorphous
character of the interface between the phases adds an additional
complication to the molecular model of the surfaces.
We modeled a slab with two different distinct interfaces
(due to the periodic boundary conditions). This slab had two
different phases brought together and two different vacuum-
exposed surfaces. The vacuum-exposed surfaces are the (110)
surface for rutile and (101) for anatase, which are shown in Fig.
8. Those are the most stable surfaces for each phase. The slab
has two interfaces due to the present periodic boundary condi-
tions in the x and y directions. There is a vacuum space in the
z-direction of ∼20 Å between slabs. This geometry was built
using molecular dynamics and the cooling approach described
in Sec. II. This structure represents a surface environment
where a molecule may potentially adsorb in the interfacial
region and react.
FIG. 8. Slab model of the mixed phase exposed surface. Two interfaces exist
for this slab and the anatase and rutile surfaces are both exposed to vacuum,
including the interfacial region. The interface regions on the far left and far
right are the same interfaces due to the periodic boundary conditions.
FIG. 9. Spin up and down density plot showing the whole slab (isovalue
= 0.017e/Å3). The yellow contours represent the spin up density and the
white surfaces represent the spin down density. The grey lines represent the
bonds between atoms.
Localization of charge was observed in this system in the
interface. This can be visualized with a spin density plot, as
shown in Fig. 9. From this figure, it is clear that the unpaired
electrons are more stable within the interfacial region than
in the pure phases alone. Electrons seem to be trapped in
this disordered region. These results agree with our previous
results using a bulk interface, and we now confirm the trapping
nature of a surface interface. Therefore, the interfacial region
is potentially more reactive, since localized electrons could be
transferred to adsorbates on the surface near the interfaces.
To further clarify the interfacial region, Fig. 10 shows
only the Ti atoms in the interfacial region and the spin den-
sity isosurfaces for the electrons with spin up and down. The
majority of the atoms in this interface model are five- and four-
coordinated, the purple and green spheres in Fig. 10, but even
six and three-coordinated atoms are found. The electrons can
be seen localized mostly on the five and four coordinated Ti
atoms. There are also unpaired electrons in one of the two three
coordinated Ti Atom and in one of the two six coordinated Ti
atoms in this region. In general, the distortion of the lattice
seems to favor the stability of unpaired electrons on underco-
ordinated Ti atoms. The results of a slab with exposed surfaces
give very similar results to bulk interfaces, which confirm the
electron trapping character of the interfacial region.
FIG. 10. Electron spin density plot (isovalue = 0.017e/Å3) of the interfacial
region for a slab with vacuum-exposed surfaces. The results are from a rutile
(001)/anatase (100) interface with U = 8.4/6.3 eV for rutile/anatase. The
blue spheres represent six coordinated Ti atoms, the purple spheres represent
five coordinated Ti atoms, the green spheres represent four coordinated Ti
atoms, and the black spheres represent three coordinated Ti atoms. The yellow
contours represent the spin up density and the white surfaces represent the
spin down density.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have simulated the interface between the anatase
and rutile phases of TiO2 using DFT+U in order to better
characterize the nature of mixed-phase TiO2 photocatalysts.
We modeled realistic structures that contained thousands of
atoms, rather than smaller, possibly irrelevant interfaces. Our
results show that the rutile conduction and valence bands are
higher than the anatase bands. This has important implications
for TiO2 photocatalysis, indicating the preferred direction of
electron/hole flow (electrons to anatase, holes to rutile). Such
preferred migration could lower the electron/hole recombina-
tion rate, which would increase photo-reactivity. Our results
are also particularly novel, in that, we show how electron
trapping can occur in the interfacial region in bulk and exposed
slabs at undercoordinated Ti sites. Such sites have been exper-
imentally predicted, but theoretical work now confirms their
existence. Trapped electrons produce a gap state, which may
influence photoexcitation, and these trapping sites may also
strongly influence electron/hole recombination and/or reac-
tivity. Such trapping may be strong and in fact a charged slab
(−1 net charge) exhibited electron localization with no +U
correction. Finally, we acknowledge that we have modeled
interfaces formed from stoichiometric surfaces. We cannot
exclude the possibility that defects (such as O vacancies or
Ti interstitials) may affect the electronic properties of mixed-
phase interfaces, and future work may examine interfaces with
such structures.
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